RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO.4

The SolutionHealth Board, as wellas the members of the founding
organization Boards, have a BOLD VISION for the organization, and
they have asked the leadership teams to develop their vision and
create a system that delivers on the promise of SolutionHealth as a
catalyst for improved community health. Our Boards have asked us to
be an agent of change - to pursue strategies, services and programs
to leverage the resources, talents and commitment of each to create a
system to benefitthe half a million residents of our region.
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SolutionHealth is the largest provider of combined inpatient and outpatient services in the state of New
Hampshire. Our inpatient institutions operate in our two largest cities, Manchester and Nashua, and our
footprint extends from Concord to Salem and Exeter to Monadnock, We serve almost half the state's
population. We also are one of the largest employers in New Hampshire with more than 7,000
employees. Along with this critical mass comes the responsibility to provide coordinated care across the
full continuum, as well as continued development of new models of care and reimbursement that
increase consumer satisfaction and bend the cost curve for the community. As part of our work, we
have identified the development of world-class post-acute care capacity as criticalto the health and
well-being of our residents as well as a significant enabling element of creative and innovative care that
best serves patients no matter what setting is indicated. Home Health and Hospice Care (HHHC) has a
stellar reputation and a talented leadership team with similar aspirations to develop a future-oriented,
quality, patient-centric, cost effective, comprehensive model of care, HHHCalso has a long-standing
relationship with Southern New Hampshire Health, and we believe evolving into a more unified
structure would enable us to pool our human capital to innovate for the future. We admire what HHHC
has accomplished with respect to care delivery and seek to grow together as our industry continues to
change rapidly,
ln the course of our exploratory conversations with the leadership at HHHC, a number of questions have

been raised. We've developed a collaborative website where you can access materials relevant to these
discussions. You can access via the embedded links and by entering the following username and
password:

Login: sh0003
Password: Solution2020!
The following were the major questions raised in our conversations:

How do we (HHHC) keep our strong identity? As described below, we (SolutionHealth) envision an end
state in which we take odvontage of the synergies ueated by a system of core that encompasses the full
continuum of care, yet continue to value the legocy brond of eoch of our members. HHHC has a strong
leodership team and knowledge bose that we desire to top into, grow, and innovate with, building on the
foundation you have developed for decades in the community. The hospice programs and Community
Hospice House of HHHC in particulor hove deep roots that evoke community loyalty, ond that community
connection is exactly the foundotion upon which SolutionHeolth is built, Our strategy would be to build
upon the strong identity you hove today, not to eclipse it, Your identity hos real value in the community.

What

the sustainability of SolutionHealth? Despite the unfortunate financiol impocts of our response
to COVID-L9, SolutionHealth will likely emerge from the pondemic qs one of the strongest health systems
in the state, perhops the strongest, Moreover, os o result of our culture development ond our coreful
organic efforts qt integrotion, we are reaching q level of system-ness fhot will be a service and cost
platform differentiator for us. We are occeleroting "back office" shored services that ollow us to lower
overheod costs corefully and effectively, resulting in real cost savings. Our purchasing synergies have
is
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ollowed us to significantly reduce supply costs, es well as service controct costs. Lower overheod costs
allow us to invest in core delivery-that is the value of the system.
Elliot Heolth System invested in Epic, the dominant electronic heolth record in the region, mony yeors

ogo. ln November, we ore upgroding the Manchester system and implementing Epic in all care delivery
sites within Southern New Hompshire Health. This is another toolthot will enoble us to increase our
efficiency, os well as drive quolity ond optimol care coordinotion.
As a system of neorly 700 providers, we have the criticol mqss to increose our investments in primory and

speciolty core models, os well os copabilities, to drive growth and diversify our offerings.
Our size and scale have allowed us to invest in leodership to focus on, develop, ond thrive in o
tumultuous poth of health care evolution. We are only two years old ond have yet to copitqlize on some
of the early investments in our system. We hove yet to focus on workforce sufficiency plans, but will turn
our attention there in the coming months os the COVID-19 pandemic subsides. ln fact, we have many

strotegies that hove yet to be tapped, including innovation in the post-ocute space.
ln the post, the major poyers in New Hampshire have hod a bit of an adversorial relotionship with the
heqlth systems. SolutionHeqlth hqs taken o much different opproach, building o "portnership-type"
opprooch with the poyers thot we believe will yield creative models of care that qre effective ot margin
development in the coming yeqrs os the value-bosed care models seen in other areas of the country ore
embraced in New Hompshire. We are also positioning ourselves to embrace the inevitoble "silver
tsunqmi" ond the increase in monaged Medicare that is upon us.
We have a heolthy balonce sheet, ond hove developed an oggressive COVID-L9 recovery plan to quickly
return to a heolth income stotement as we emerge from COVID-L?. We glodly shore oll of our finoncial
documents, and ore happy to discuss them fully.

Under what conditions would SolutionHealth not support the development of the Community Hospice
House? The Community Hospice House is o very special part of the community-its reputation is
unossailable ond the volunteer progrom envioble. Finoncial decisions of more thon 52m ore currently
jointly made by members, so any decision to materiol change services would hove to be o joint decision,
Moreover, the strength of the Community Hospice House ond that element of care is one of the jewels of
HHHC and a key reoson we see this relationship being synergistic, We would not seek to diminish the
role of the Community Hospice House,, only potentiolly to increose its reach. We will commit to its
future, ond we would ask for your commitment to help build upon the amazing volunteerism and culture
of community connection that we have witnessed within HHHC. ln fact, we would osk you to leod thot
effort.
Should we continue this conversation, is the idea to keep the VNA of Manchester and Home Health
and Hospice Care as separate entities? The purpose of developing a post-acute core division within
SolutionHealth is to ensure that we provide the best coordinated core in New Hampshire. We believe
there is volue in both entities, qnd both entities enjoy community connection ond brand identity, lust os
we have not diminished the community connection of Elliot or Southern, we see no value proposition in
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eliminoting the VNA of Manchester or HHHC identities; however, we would seek to create volue and
efficiency in combining support services, leadership, ond back office functions, tf we should come
together, we would ask combined leadership to evaluote and plan the odministrative, operotional, ond
clinicol integration of operotions between the organizotions to ochieve the objectives of the division,
including ochievement of efficiencies ond implementotion of best practices, There is likely some overlop
in clinicol territory and services, so we should work through how to best structure the division to meet
the need. We also believe there is likely substontiol shared services synergies, such os billing,
contracting, marketing, ond other support services. Through efficiencies gained in support services we
can invest in clinical and service growth.

What is the timing? A timeline for our conversotions is here, Assuming availability of stoff ond our
ability to engqge with the regulotors in o timely fashion, it is likely thot we could come to o definitive
ogreement towords the end of 2020 or the beginning of 2021.
ln what follows, we provide information which may help Board members understand SolutionHealth,
and the mission, values, and principles that drive the organization, our goals and aspirations, and our
stability in terms of governance and finances.
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SolutionHealth was formed on April 30, 2018, when two strong organizations came together with the
belief that together they would be stronger-enabling them to better meet the needs of their
communities, As non-profit health care organizations, both Elliot Health System and Southern New
Hampshire Health have at their very core a commitment to improve the health of their community.
Through the SolutionHealth combination, we have expanded the definition of community to include all
of southern New Hampshire and extending to a part of northern Massachusetts that naturally migrates
north for health services. While the culture of each of the legacy organizations is somewhat different,
the common bond to provide exceptional health care services to the community has been a unifying
force in the formation of SolutionHealth. SolutionHealth was formed to be a community catalyst for
improving the health of our citizens.
The statement of common purpose included in the final documents submitted to the Attorney General's
office in New Hampshire clearly articulates the value seen in SolutionHealth:

1.1

Statement of Purpose of Combination

Each of the HospitalSystems and certain of their respective affiliates is a
New Hampshire health care charitable trust that has long served its own respective
and distinct communities within the southern New Hampshire region. These
communities share certain geographic, economic and social attributes that present
opportunities for the establishment of a combined and coordinated regional system
that can provide high quality community-based health care services and with
greater access for residents of the region. Such a combined and coordinated
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regional system would provide a stronger platform for each of the Hospital Systems
to address and manage the rapid changes in the federal and state health care

regulatory regimes.
After careful review and due diligence regarding these and other conditions,
including engagement of experts on various aspects of the federaland state health
care regulatory environment, the Hospital Systems have identified and selected
each other as suitable partners whose combination would create opportunities for
efficiencies, value and improvements in access and controlling costs for the
communities they serve that can be achieved through a more formal integration of
certain functions of the Hospital Systems,

1.2

Statement of Common Objectives

The principal objectives of the Combination, to be achieved through the
execution of this Agreement, are as follows:

(a)

Establishment of Reeional Healthcare Svstem. The creation of the
Regional System as a new supporting organization with appropriate ceded powers
and centralized management authority to establish a highly-coordinated,
community-based regional health care delivery network.

(b)

Furtherance of Historic Charitable Missions. lt is fundamental to the
Combination that it support and preserve the historic charitable missions of Elliot
Hospital and Southern New Hampshire Medical Center and the ability of each
Hospitalto deliver its core services by aligning its respective clinicalservices and
economic interests with the other, To that end, the express intent of the
Combination is to preserve the ability of each Hospital to perform its existing historic
charitable mission into the future by creating an integrated, regional healthcare
network that will allow the Hospital Systems to collaborate in regional planning to
maintain and/or improve access to health care services in southern New Hampshire
and to improve the quality, increase the efficiency and controlthe costs of health
care delivery in the communities served by the Hospital Systems.

(c)

lnteeration and Collaboration to lmorove Oualitv and Control Costs.
Upon Closing, the Hospital Systems shall immediately begin the process of
integrating certain functions of the Hospital Systems in a manner that will align the
historic charitable missions and economic interests of the Hospital Systems. The goal
of the Combination is to create a truly regional health care system that will allow for
greater coordination of care, implementation of best practices and collaborative
regional planning, and elimination of inefficiencies, all of which will enhance regional
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access and improve the quality and control the cost of care for southern New

Hampshire.

(d) Enhancement of Local Serviges qnd Charitable M issiorL Beyond
maintaining the established charitable missions and services of the Hospital Systems,
the Combination aims to create enhancements to local services by developing a high
degree of interdependence and cooperation to control costs, ensure quality and
improve local access,
A description of SolutionHealth, our mission and vision, our goals, and our key results can be found
here. The full combination agreement can be found here. A brief video describing our SolutionHealth
journey together can be found here (this is a VIMEO site and should not require a username or

password).
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We are a strong health system that has spent our early years focused on putting ourselves in the
financial position to better meet the needs of our communities. Across our health system, the Board
expects an operating margin of approximately S3m per month, a slim margin of 2-3% (major bond rating
agencies suggest this as a minimum necessary to support our organizations), which has positioned us to
make significant investments in the cancer center at the Elliot, an expanded Gl center at Southern, a
new medication-assisted treatment clinic in Nashua, expanded behavioral health services, market
adjustments for our employees in the competitive labor market, and focus on expanding much needed
acute care capacity in both aging communities. We have done so and managed to ensure that our
expenses per adjusted discharge grew at or below the medical care CPl, Simply put, we are careful
stewards of our community's resources. Our financial status through February is available in the
PowerPoint presentation here. ln short, we entered the COVID-L9 pandemic with a strong cash position
and operating margin,
The strong balance sheet we maintained heading into the COVID-19 pandemic will ensure our ability to
continue to provide care to our community. ln March, we followed the state's direction and stopped all

non-emergent activity and incurred significant expenses to be ready for the predicted surge of
patients, The resulting changes in revenue, despite our expense mitigation efforts, was a -23%
operating margin in March and a -35% operating margin in April. With our re-emergence efforts, we are
closing the gap on both the expense and revenue side and anticipate a margin of -Lo/o for the fiscal year
endingJune 30, 2020, not due to operational losses, but instead because we are continuing to invest in
our system and are finalizing the conversion of Southern New Hampshire Health to Epic.
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The value proposition for SolutionHealth has always been "system-ness." That is, in its governance
structure, in the development of a shared services model for information technology, and in the
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implementation of a shared instance of Epic, and in the collaborative development of a shared culture,
SolutionHealth has been designed to allow the member organizations to come together organically to
ensure operational excellence and efficiencies and clinical quality, but encouraged common decisionmaking through the sharing of powers, Most significant decisions are shared. For example, amending
by-laws, appointing trustees, removal of a CEO, dissolving or forming a hospital or hospital affiliate,
merger, acquisition, consolidation, or affiliation with a new organization all are shared decisions across
the system. From a financial perspective, creating or assuming debt above $2m, purchasing activity
above 52m, and adopting operating and capital budgets are all shared decisions as well.
ln addition to ensuring decisions benefit the system, the governance structure has resulted in an
accelerated movement towards a more closely integrated governance structure. We are diligently

working towards a culture in which we "Work as One" across SolutionHealth, and we also continue to
recognize the critical importance of the legacy of members of SolutionHealth. While we are actively
working on branding to help our patients understand that we are one system across southern New
Hampshire, our work together intentionally acknowledges and celebrates the legacy organizations'
history and local community focus.

